1. To what does the title “song of songs” refer?

2. What does Song of Solomon 1:5-6 refer to?

3. What was the heroine’s reaction to Solomon’s blandishments (cf. 1:12)?

4. How does she describe herself (cf. 2:1)? What does it mean?

5. According to chapter two, what is the seasonal setting of the book?

6. What is the significance of Songs 2:7 (cf. 3:5; 8:4)?

7. According to chapter 3, where did the heroine desire to take her fiancé once the two of them were reunited?

8. What is described in the last half of chapter 3?

9. What is the shepherd trying to get the heroine to do (cf. 4:8)?

10. What is meant by Songs 4:12?

11. What is described in chapter 5 (cf. v. 2)?

12. What relationship is described between the two young lovers in chapter 7 (cf. v. 10)?

13. Explain the significance of Songs 8:8-10.

14. What comparison is being drawn in Songs 8:11-12? Would the shepherd have desired to trade places with Solomon?

15. What is the theme of Song of Solomon?